Abstract-Real-time interactive virtual classroom with teleeducation experience is an important approach in distance learning. However, most current systems fail to meet new challenges in extensibility and scalability, which mainly lie with three issues. First, an open system architecture is required to better support the integration of increasing human-computer interfaces and personal mobile devices in the classroom. Second, the learning system should facilitate opening its interfaces, which will help easy deployment that copes with different circumstances and allows other learning systems to talk to each other. Third, problems emerge on binding existing systems of classrooms together in different places or even different countries such as tackling systems intercommunication and distant intercultural learning in different languages. To address these issues, we build a prototype application called Open Smart Classroom built on our software infrastructure based on the multiagent system architecture using Web Service technology in Smart Space. Besides the evaluation of the extensibility and scalability of the system, an experiment connecting two Open Smart Classrooms deployed in different countries is also undertaken, which demonstrates the influence of these new features on the educational effect. Interesting and optimistic results obtained show a significant research prospect for developing future distant learning systems.
D ESPITE the emergence of the new generation of Webbased learning systems, traditional learning mode, where teachers and students are face to face with each other in the same classroom continues to have its unrivaled advantages. Unlike many Web-based learning systems (e.g., [22] and [23] ) adopting an asynchronized way here, the teacher publishes learning content statically on the Internet and students obtain static learning materials at different times, real classroom learning follows a synchronized learning process, where students in and out of classroom can listen to the live instruction while the teacher gives the lectures. In most cases, synchronized learning catches participants' attention and interest much more effectively than asynchronized one. Therefore, real-time interactive virtual classroom with tele-education experience is of indispensable significance in distance learning. Further, with the development of pervasive computing aimed at providing natural human-computer interface and multimodality communications, integrating pervasive computing technologies into classrooms enhances the experience of both teacher and students, where the teacher easily interacts with local and remote students while the students are able to give feedback to the teacher. There are many learning systems embedded with these features such as Tsinghua University's Smart Classroom [32] , ActiveClass [11] , Class Talk [14] , Interactive workspace [2] , which successfully seek a better teaching and learning mode based on traditional face to face classroom learning. These are called classroombased e-learning systems.
New Challenges and Requirements
These classroom-based e-learning systems help both the teacher and students in the learning process and have achieved successful results. However, with the development of pervasive computing, new requirements are raised for the openness of the system, extensibility, and scalability. Three main aspects of this issue are illustrated below in detail.
Open Architecture for Integrating Increasing Human-Computer Interfaces and Mobile Devices
With the development of human-computing interaction, more and more natural human-computing interfaces have been integrated into people's daily life to enhance work efficiency. In the learning area, human-computing interface can facilitate the teacher to teach the class and help the students learn and discuss with others. Several projects, such as [2] and [32] , implement special human-computing interfaces in their learning environment. At the same time, mobile devices such as mobile phone, smart phone, PDA, and laptop have been easily accessible for ordinary people.
Researchers in [9] and [16] emphasize that mobile devices play an important role in learning. For example, the teacher uses his Smart Phone to bring the presentation file and to control the slideshow, while the students can use a laptop to discuss with others. Some of these features have been incorporated in several projects. For example, Active Class [11] enables the students to use mobile devices to give feedback to the teacher; Smart Classroom [32] and iRoom [2] support many human-computer interfaces and mobile devices joining in and interacting with existing applications and devices. Increasing human-computer interfaces and mobile devices demand their integration in a sophisticated system architecture. The integration should follow a generic way rather than an ad hoc method for each interface and device. The architecture is required to provide general solution and mechanism for integrating or building human-computer interfaces in the learning environment. Also, the architecture needs to provide standard communication interface for mobile devices to join in and interact with other modules, adapting the different systems of mobile devices with minimal prior configuration, such as Linux, Symbian OS, Palm, and Windows CE.
Open Service-Oriented Channel for Easy Deployment of Different Requirements and for Improving System Capability
How to simplify the deployment of this kind of learning system for different requirements is another challenge.
Referring to the idea and achievement of service-oriented architecture [25] in Semantic Web area [26] , encapsulating the modules into services and introducing a workflow mechanism into classroom-based learning system is a feasible solution. It requires the system to establish a mechanism for outside workflow designers and management tools to control the service of modules in the system. Thus, the system needs a service-oriented channel to bridge the inside and outside of the system. This channel not only contributes to the deployment but also helps the learning system to utilize outside dedicated services such as invoking language translation service to facilitate the students' understanding. Moreover, it enables the outside system to invoke the internal services provided by a learning system. For example, the classroom could provide a student attendance service by which the mobile company could dynamically find out whether the student attends Class A and send that information to the administrators.
Open Network in Which Different Classrooms Bind with Each Other
The third challenge is to support multiple classrooms to connect with each other and have classes together over intercontinental WAN. With the increasing requirements of intercultural and intercontinental communication for learning purpose, just enabling remote students to participate in the Smart Classroom and to easily communicate with teacher and local students is inadequate. Therefore, allowing two or more real-time interactive classrooms to connect with each other is one of the aims of building future distance learning systems. To connect these classrooms, we need to tackle the intercommunication problem in the open network, including video, voice, and controlling messages.
Besides, we need to address interclassroom human-computer interfaces by allowing the local human-computer interface to be used in binding classrooms as well. Moreover, because of the inevitable differences among these connected classrooms, necessary transformation mechanism are needed. For example, the classroom at Kyoto University may use Japanese, while the one at Tsinghua University may use Chinese. Simply connecting these two classrooms itself will cause a misunderstanding because of the differences in languages. Therefore, a robust translation service and other involved mechanism for intercultural communication should be utilized to make the people in these classrooms understood. Additionally, because of the differences in understanding the effectiveness between participants in one classrooms and those in other classrooms, aided tools for enhancing the communication and understanding, such as discussion and feedback, are also necessary to these connected classrooms.
This simultaneously synchronous intercultural teaching mode that permits multiple classrooms in different places with different nationality students to behave as one class together has long-term significance for the research of intercultural learning and communication.
Our Approach
Addressing the three challenges mentioned above, we present a prototype system called Open Smart Classroom. Open Smart Classroom is a open classroom-based e-learning system, based on the Smart Classroom at Tsinghua University [32] . More extensibility and more scalability is demonstrated in Open Smart Classroom.
We built two Open Smart Classrooms, one is at Tsinghua University and another is at Kyoto University (as in Fig. 1 ). The classroom of Tsinghua is a 6.5 Â 5.5-meter room, which has four wall-size projector screens, two on the front wall and two on the side wall. The classroom at Kyoto University is a 10.0 Â 3.0-meter room, which has three LCD screens. Several natural human-computer interfaces are integrated in Tsinghua's classroom, e.g., touch-sensitive SmartBoard. Connected by open internet, two classrooms and multiple software modules in them provide the classroom functionality.
All software modules run on our software infrastructure, called Open Smart Platform, to communicate and coordinate with each other. Open Smart Platform is designed as a generic software infrastructure for Smart Space [13] , which has been regarded as a testbed for research in pervasive computing area. As a learning environment integrated by pervasive computing technologies, the classroom-based e-learning system could be considered as a Smart Space, which benefits the existing solutions of Smart Space. In addition, the extensibility and scalability of classroom-based e-learning system correspond to the openness requirements for Smart Space. Thus, Open Smart Platform is not only to build Open Smart Classroom but also has important significance in the research of Smart Space, contributing to the research of pervasive computing as well.
In this paper, we explore Open Smart Space in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the architecture, new features, and implementation of Open Smart Platform. Section 4 explains the design of Open Smart Classroom. Section 5 indicates the evaluation and user study result. Section 6 presents the related work, and we draw our conclusion in Section 7.
OPEN SMART SPACE
With the development of Smart Space, we propose three successive phases of Smart Space: Individual Smart space, Open Smart Space, and Smart Community, as in Fig. 2. 1. Individual Smart Space. In the first phase, the research focuses on building a smart human-computer interactive space. It emphasizes the communication and the coordination mechanism among the software modules in a relatively close space. Modules in Smart Space are loosely coupled in order to maintain a robust system and embedded technologies are involved to remove the computing devices from people's sight. The Smart Classroom project is mainly in this phase. 2. Open Smart Space. In the second phase, the personal mobile and handheld devices become popular in a pervasive computing environment. These devices, roaming with the users, can discover the existence of a smart space environment, spontaneously making use of the resources and the services in the space to perform the tasks. Service-oriented communication channel between inside and outside of Smart Space is also created to bridge the inside and outside by services, helping the system to manage and utilize both inside and outside resources. Invoking outside services and encapsulating the modules of inside modules to be the services are studied in this phase.
Moreover, Open Smart Space opens its interfaces to allow other Smart Space systems to connect in, aimed at building the preliminary basis for the Smart Community phase. 3. Smart Community. In the third phase, as discussed by researchers in [24] , it is almost impossible to establish a union of pervasive computing environments all over the world in the near future, where numerous self-governed Smart Spaces will exist by themselves. Smart Community, which consists of multiple Smart Spaces, is considered as the research object of Smart Spaces. Interspace operation and interspace resource management mechanism among multiple Smart Spaces to be studied in this phase. Referring to the three phases above, the requirements of classroom-based learning system introduced in Section 1.1 corresponds to the research issues in Open Smart Space, thus making the classroom-based learning system an OpenSmart-Space application.
OPEN SMART PLATFORM
After presenting the motivation of Open Smart Classroom and its background of Open Smart Space, we are going to specify the details of its software infrastructure, Open Smart Platform, which is the basis of Open Smart Classroom.
Previous Smart Platform
Smart Platform [27] is a generic software infrastructure for connecting and coordinating various software and hardware modules in smart spaces to perform specified tasks developed by Tsinghua University. Since most of the modules in smart spaces are parallel working processes and have no The live video is shared in both classrooms. The original presentation is in English, and translated presentations (in Chinese and Japanese) are showed synchronously in both sides at the same time. 1) Touch-sensitive SmartBoard screen, displaying presentation of the class. 2) Live video of Kyoto. 3) Aided tools helping the students to communicate with each other in different languages and also giving feedback and questions to the teacher. 4) Online Chinese translated presentation. 5) The teacher, giving a class in Tsinghua. 6) The Chinese students using aided tools for discussion. 7) Presentation of the class. 8) Live video of Tsinghua University. 9) Online Japanese translated presentation. 10) The Japanese students, using the aided tools for discussion.
centralized control logic, Smart Platform adopts the Multiagent System (MAS) model and thus in nature is a MAS. In the runtime environment, Smart Platform consists of three main modules: . publish-and-Subscribe scheme with notion of Message Group for instant message, . stream scheme for live data stream, and . bulk scheme for reliable bulk transfer of data.
Architecture
Open Smart Platform is developed based on Smart Platform, inheriting the contributing features from Smart Platform, such as MAS architecture and DS-Container-Agent hierarchy. Two Agents and several other modules are added to provide more extensibility and scalability. Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 explores two viewpoints, respectively, for single Smart Space and for Simple Smart Community.
Single Smart Space
From a single Smart Space view, the Open Smart Platform is described in Fig. 3 to use their browsers to interact with the services inside Smart Space; the Web services is to receive necessary messages from SPAW. The detailed mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4 . There are time-out issues when the mobile device uses a browser to access the service whose result is needed that takes a long time to complete (Fig. 4) . There are two kinds of time-outs in the process. The first time-out may occur between the browser and OSPG, and the second one occurs between OSPG and the S-Agent. We use polling mechanism (note 1 in Fig. 4 ) and the asynchronous invocation (note 2 in Fig. 4 ) to address these two issues: 1) When mobile devices access the OSPG Web page to invoke the service inside Smart Space, and OSPG generates a UUID and redirects the mobile device browser to a waiting page with this UUID. This waiting page will periodically update itself by JavaScript, sending a request with this UUID to check whether the result is available. 2) At the same time, OSPG uses asynchronous invocation to invoke SPAW to send the service request with this UUID. After the process of the S-Agent completes, SPAW notifies OSPG with the pair of the UUIDs and the result using which OSPG generates the result page, and the mobile devices get the final resulting successfully.
Note that OSPG is not able to initiatively notify the mobile browser unless the browser periodically updates itself to query OSPG, which is similar to the polling mechanism mentioned above (note 1 in Fig. 4 ). For example, if the student is viewing shared PPT files on his mobile devices through the OSPG Web page. This Web page will periodically update itself to check the current index of page presented and synchronize the slideshow on the mobile browser with it.
As the number of the services inside Smart Platform increases, creating Web pages for accessing each service becomes cumbersome. Therefore, we require each service, which is accessible from outside Smart Platform to provide its WSDL file when it registers into the system. Referring to Fig. 4 , OSPG collects these WSDL files with the help of SPAW, automatically generating a link for each service on its index page. If the service has no input parameter, the link is the entrance for the mobile devices to invoke. Otherwise, each link directs to a HTML Web page with input forms dynamically generated by the corresponding WSDL file, which is similar to what the SOAPClient [7] does. This mechanism enables the users to access the services inside Smart Space by the browsers on their mobile devices.
In short, Open Smart Platform for single Smart Space is a MAS with WSWA, SPAW, and OSPG as the access points for enabling the communications between the inside and outside of Smart Space. From the inside view, all of the communications are based on Smart Platform Protocol, which is familiar to previous Smart Platform developer. From the outside view, all of the interfaces are Web services, which facilitates the Web service developer to build their tasks. Using WSWA, SPAW, and OSPG, we fill the gap between the Smart Space and outside systems, which opens Smart Platform to the outside.
Simple Smart Community
For simple Smart Community, where several Smart Spaces communicate and coordinate with each other, we establish the communication channel among them in an open network. Taking two Smart Spaces as the simplest Smart Community for example, the architecture is shown in Fig. 5 .
As mentioned above, WSWA and SPAW are the access points between the inside and the outside of Smart Space. Therefore, we use WSWA and SPAW to exchange messages between Smart Spaces. Using Web Service technology with an HTTP protocol to establish the communication channels between each pair of access points is the ideal and standard way for the open network, where the network environment is limited compared to Local Area Network inside Smart Space.
In single Smart Space and the previous Smart Platform, agents publish messages to a specific message group, and agents who have subscribed to this message group will receive these messages. This publish-subscribe coordination mechanism has been proven to be well scalable and resilient in existing Smart Space projects [12] , [3] , [32] , which provide their own publish-subscribe protocols. In order to be compatible with the legacy Smart Platform modules, which were developed and used successfully in 2) Asynchronous invocation between OSPG and SPAW to address services that take a long time to complete. 3) SPAW sends a message to request the service on the service agent (S-Agent) and gets the result through Smart Platform. Note that when S-Agent registers its service, its WSDL file is sent to SPAW, which transfers it to OSPG. OSPG creates the corresponding HTML pages dynamically in terms of these WSDL files. real educational institutions from 2001 with a self-defined publish-subscribe mechanism, we extend this mechanism, aiming at applying it not only to single Smart Space but to Smart Community as well.
In Fig. 5 , WSWA serves not only a delegation for agents in Smart Space to invoke Web services but also notifies other Smart Spaces of the related information by invoking their SPAW. We use two processes to show how this mechanism works: Let X i be the module X in Smart Space i. Note that a message-looping problem may be caused that W SWA I also receives M and will transfer M back to Smart Space II. We involve the No-Forward-Flag (NFF) as a supplementary attribute of the message to solve this problem. When SPAW gets the message from other Smart Spaces, NFF will be set from FALSE to TRUE. And, WSWA only notifies other Smart Spaces the message whose NFF is FALSE.
Therefore, through this mechanism, all Smart Spaces share their message groups with each other, making the message exchange appear the same as what it is in one Smart Space. This mechanism is also compatible with previous Smart Platform, alleviating the workload to update previous projects in single Smart Space to Smart Community environment.
It is worth mentioning that other software infrastructures for Smart Space can also connect in Open Smart Platforms. SPAW and WSWA use Web Service technology to connect other software infrastructures, providing a standard way with its own protocol for the open network. Therefore, as long as they follow this protocol to invoke SPAW and provide the interface for WSWA to notify, other software infrastructure could join in and share message group with others in the Smart Community. We are now also trying to enhance the system providing more standard protocols in order to let other infrastructure to connect in (See Section 5.3.1).
Hence, the Open Smart Platform for Smart Community is a MAS using Web Service technology, which supports the Publish-Subscribe message exchanging method apparent to agents in each Smart Space.
New Features
The architecture of Open Smart Platform endows the new features required by classroom-based e-learning system (Section 1.1) and Open Smart Space (Section 2). In this section, we are going to elaborate these new features and their significance of providing extensibility and scalability of Open Smart Space.
Easy Interaction for Mobile Devices
Previous Smart Platform enables mobile devices roaming with users to connect into Smart Space by preinstalled modules (eContainer and eADK-based agent of Smart Platform). However, it lacks convenience for the users, especially for those who first come into Smart Space to use their mobile devices. Open Smart Platform applies OSPG as the Web-based mobile interface for mobile devices interaction in Smart Space. OSPG provides the mobile interfaces, such as PPT upload or Turn-to-Next-Page, as a Web page. Since almost all the mobile devices such as laptop, PDA, smart phone, or even normal cell phones have an integrated Web browser, it is very convenient for the users to access the services and interfaces inside Smart Space.
Besides providing extensibility, load scalability for the mobile devices to interact with Smart Space is also improved by this mechanism. Serving as a proxy between the mobile devices and modules inside Smart Space, when the concurrent mobile device access increases, OSPG could involve load balancing and cache mechanism to alleviate the total load for Smart Space and also could control the total number of the concurrent mobile devices in order to avoid the overload of the whole system.
Note that the new mechanism is not suitable for real-time streaming application (e.g., real-time multimedia streaming) because of the limitation of the HTTP protocol, new mechanism adopts, and some of the current browsers on mobile devices. Therefore, if the mobile users only use nonstreaming interfaces, e.g., controlling the PPT, they can use the Web-based mobile interface to finish the task; otherwise, they can still utilize eContainer and eADK-based agent to help them to finish the task.
Services-Oriented Communication Channel between Inside and Outside
With WSWA and SPAW, invoking service from the inside to outside (agents invoking Web services) and from outside to inside (outside system invoking services inside Smart Space) are possible, in a standard and easy way. WSWA delegation frees each agent from dealing with the problem of invoking Web services such as managing the life cycle of the Web service stub. Also, it is very easy for the outside system to use services in Smart Space by invoking the two Web services provided by SPAW. This service communication channel fills the gap between the isolated services in Smart Space and outside services and systems, which makes the Smart Space more open. Moreover, the administrative scalability for Open Smart Space is also enhanced. SPAW enables the Open Smart Space to involve third-party workflow tools, which make customization of the tasks and deployment of the system for different requirements easier. In our system, Active-BPEL designer [1] is used, which enhances the project developing efficiency by its visual interface and allows us to simulate our workflow to find bugs.
Connecting Multiple Smart Spaces in Open Network
The most novel feature of Open Smart Platform is enabling multiple Smart Spaces to connect with each other in open network. In the preliminary work, we place each Smart Space in equal hierarchy, build the communication channels among them by implementing WSWA and SPAW, and extend the previous Publish-Subscribe mechanism to Smart Community communication.
The architecture of Smart Community supported by Open Smart Platform follows a multicentral mode to improve the geographic scalability for the whole system. In each Smart Space, where the network environment is Local Area Network with high speed, the central message dispatcher named "DS" keeps the TCP connections with the agents. While between the Smart Space, where the network speed is relative low, WSWA in one Smart Space creates "stub" to SPAW of another Smart Space only when there are messages to transfer between the Smart Spaces. In the single-central architecture, suppose the "DS" is in Smart Space A and two agents in Smart Space B need to exchange a message. This message has to be transferred between Smart Space A and Smart Space B twice. Also, the agents in Smart Space B have to keep the "connection" (TCP connection or virtual connection using polling mechanism) with "DS" in Smart Space A in order to get the notification, which would be a high load as the number of agents increases. Therefore, we adopt the multicentral architecture to ensure the scalability for the whole system rather than single-central one.
In previous Smart Platform, three communication schemes are presented concerning three aspects: the size of transferred data, sensitive to data drop, and sensitive to real time. In Open Smart Platform, there are three similar communication schemes that correspond to three different QoS requirements, which are suitable to multiple Smart Spaces communications (Table 1 ). The message scheme has been extended for multiple Smart Spaces, while the stream scheme and bulk scheme remain the same as in previous Smart Platform.
Using SPAW and WSWA as the access points is convenient for message management and system safety. It also simplifies the agents developing processes for the Smart Platform programmer to invoke Web Services and for an outside system programmer to deal with service agents inside Smart Space. Additionally, as all messages between one Smart Space and the other are transferred through the link between two pairs of SPAW and WSWA, we can choose the best network link for them to get best efficiency for messages transfer between the two Smart Spaces.
Extending Legacy System Running on Smart Platform
Another feature of Open Smart Platform is the compatibility with previous Smart Platform, which means that each project developed on Smart Platform should work well without any revision. The upgrading from Smart Platform to Open Smart Platform is transparent to the projects. To sum up, Open Smart Platform addresses extensibility and scalability issues raised by developing classroom-based e-learning system. It supports multiple Smart Spaces connections, easy mobile device interaction and services communication channel between inside and outside of Smart Space. These new features embedded into the software infrastructure provide the basis for building Open Smart Classroom and other related projects of Smart Space and Smart Community.
OPEN SMART CLASSROOM
Besides providing the features such as real-time interactive virtual classroom integrated with multiple human-computer interfaces, Open Smart Classroom emphasizes openness to provide a new experience for the teachers and students:
. Enabling two classrooms to bind in the open network.
Enabling two classrooms to have class together, especially for those in different countries, has great significance in intercultural and intercontinental learning. Open Smart Classroom tries to connect two Smart Classrooms together to give a novel experience for the teachers and students in the class. Considering the differences of the classrooms and their participants, simple sharing of the video and voice are inadequate. It is necessary for Open Smart Classroom to provide new mechanisms for the teachers and students to learn in this intercultural environment. Current focus is mainly on the differences of languages used in different classrooms. We use Language Grid communication tools [20] , [30] 
Classrooms Setup
Two classrooms are established, one is at Tsinghua University, China, another is at Kyoto University, Japan. Fig. 1 shows the snapshot of these two classrooms. Tsinghua's classroom is a 6.5 Â 5.5-meter room with four projectors and the classroom of Kyoto is a 10.0 Â 3.0-meter room, which has three LCD screens. Besides these display devices, there are multiple software modules working together in two classrooms, respectively, providing the functionality of this collaborative classrooms. Fig. 6 illustrates the detailed runtime architecture of these two classrooms.
Both of the classrooms run on their own Open Smart Platform, consisting of DS, SPAW, WSWA, OSPG, several Containers, SameView Agent, PPTController Agent, and PPTDisplay Agent. Every participant brings his Laptop to join in the class using Langrid Blackboard tools to discuss with each other. In an open network, Language Grid Server provides the machine translation service that can be utilized in each classrooms.
SameView Agent
SameView Agent [31] enables people in two classrooms to see and hear each other. Remote students are also able to use SameView client to join in the class, listen to the instruction, and answer questions. SameView Agent is designed for large-scale deployment over the Internet, thus has enhanced scalability in open network environment.
PPTController Agent
PPTController Agent runs on the Presenter's PC. It translates the Presentation file and dispatches it to other PPTDisplay Agent. It also detects the status of the slideshow, such as the current page of the slideshow, and synchronizes all the presentations in the classrooms.
PPTDisplay Agent
PPTDisplay Agent runs as a daemon process to control the presentation file on its host. It receives the presentation files and the controlling commands from PPTController Agent to show the presentation synchronously.
Langrid Blackboard
Langrid Blackboard is a virtual blackboard for students to discuss with each other. It automatically provides machine translation to fill the gap of the language differences among the participants. In addition, Langrid Blackboard provides real-time backtranslation mechanism. Backtranslation mechanism enables the user (e.g., Japanese) to see the translation (e.g., En2Ja) of the translation (e.g., Ja2En) of the input sentence, which makes the user is able to revise his input sentence if the backtranslation has great difference from the original input one. Moreover, it also acts as a feedback platform for students to post their questions and suggestions to the teacher.
Language Grid Server
Language Grid Server provides the machine translation Web Service in the open network. It is invoked by PPTController and Langrid Blackboard and helps them to translate the requested content.
Open Smart Classroom Gateway (OSCG)
Each classroom has its own OSCG developed based on OSPG settled in WAN. It automatically generates an HTML page for mobile devices to invoke services in its own Smart Classroom, e.g., turning the PPT to the next page. It also provides some manually built page, such as uploading PPT and viewing current slides show, to facilitate the teacher and students to participate with their mobile devices.
Experimental Scenario
The experimental scenario is designed as an intercontinental class between Tsinghua, China, and Kyoto, Japan. The scenario can be divided into two parts: the first part focusing on the teachers and the second one focusing on the students.
Part 1
Teacher Pierre enters a smart classroom in Tsinghua, with an English PPT in his own smart phone. Pierre uploads his PPT file through the OSCG by Web browser on the smart phone. When the file is uploaded successfully, the Web site redirects to a link invoking the Prepare-PPT-Workflow of this scenario. The PPT file is automatically translated from English into Chinese and Japanese using Language grid Web service. Then, Pierre still uses his smart phone to select his uploaded PPT and start the presentation. The English and Chinese PPT slideshows are launched on two projectors in Tsinghua, while the English and Japanese versions are shared to Kyoto and displayed on two LCD Screens in Kyoto. As the class goes on, Pierre uses his smart phone to control the presentation such as Turn-to-Next-Page by clicking the link given on the OSCG. And, all the PPT in English, Japanese, and Chinese are turned to the next page synchronously.
Part 2
As Pierre gives his class, Miyata, who is in Kyoto has some questions about this presentation. Avoiding interrupting the presentation, he raises his question in Japanese using Multilanguage Chat Agent. Weijun, in China, who sees the question that has been translated into Chinese, answers his question in Chinese. However, the answer is incorrect. Pierre sees both the question and answer on Langrid Blackboard in English. To avoid misunderstanding, he stops his presentation at an appropriate time, gives the correct answer, and then continues his presentation. 
Workflow Implementation
After the brief description of the workflow in Open Smart Classroom in Section 4.2, a detailed introduction of its implementation will be discussed. The workflow is designed using Active-BPEL tool, which enables us to visually create workflow process, avoiding tedious and error-prone hand-coding job. By Active-BPEL designer, it is easy to modify the workflow to meet different circumstances and establish new classrooms. Fig. 7 shows the workflow of Open Smart Classroom in detail. It is invoked when the teacher uploads his PPT with his Smart Phone. We provided two types of implementation of this workflow: One-Time way (Workflow I) and Incremental way (Workflow II). In One-Time way, the PPT file is translated as one time, but the teacher could not start the presentation until the whole workflow finishes. In the incremental way, the PPT file is divided into many small PPT segments, each of which contains only one page of the original PPT. These small segments are sequentially translated and shared to each client, which combines the shared segments into a PPT file again. The teacher could start presentation as long as the first few pages of PPT have been translated and shared. This workflow is more convenient that the teacher do not need to wait until the whole translation of PPT completes. However, the total time of running the former workflow is less than the Incremental way ( Table 2) .
Both of the workflows are easy to modify by Active-BPEL to meet the new demands of Open Smart Classroom. If the presenter's PPT is in other language, such as in Germany, we could simply change the invocations of "TranslateEn2Chzn" and "TranslateEn2Ja" to similar services like "TranslateDe2Chzn" and "TranslateDe2Ja," then deploy the workflow again. Moreover, if the class is in one classroom of Tsinghua rather than two classrooms in Tsinghua and Kyoto, it only needs to remove the Japanese related objects in the workflow and deploy it. Last, Active-BPEL designer not only facilitates our work on the deployment of classroom but also helps us to monitor the task status in the classroom by its administration tools on the Tomcat Web server.
Besides the Prepare-PPT-Workflow, other sample workflows are also considered. In pervious Smart Classroom, the teacher can use LaserPointer to interact with the classroom such as serving as a remote mouse to control the PPT (i.e., LaserPointer-Mouse) and to select remote students. The whole task is embedded in the LaserPointerAgent itself, lacking reusability and customizability. In contrast, in this kind of scenario, a person uses human-computer interface, such as LaserPointer, to interact with the space, which can be generalized to a workflow in Open Smart Space. This consists of three parts sequentially: 1) Capture-Raw-Service Fig. 7 . The implementations of the two types of Prepare-PPT-Workflow. Workflow I translates the whole PPT at one time and consists of four parts in sequence: 1) Initialization. Get the uploaded file and fileURI. 2) Translation. Get each textline from PPT file and translate it into Chinese and Japanese; then, save them into new PPT files. 3) Share. The PPT files in English, Chinese, and Japanese are downloaded to the corresponding machine. 4) Ready for presentation. The teacher is allowed to start the presentation. On the other hand, Workflow II translates the PPT in an incremental way: 5) Initialization. 6) Incremental translation. Extract one page from the PPT, translate it into Japanese and English. 7) Share. The one-page PPT file in English, Chinese, and Japanese are downloaded to the corresponding machine, which binds each of these one-page PPTs into an integrated one on their machine. (CRS) recording the events given by human-computer interface, 2) Identification-Service (IS) recognizing the event as a given defined semantics, and 3) Task-Service (TS) invoking related tasks in terms of the recognized semantics. If we want to use a new controlling device such as using the camera in the smart phone as a Camera-Mouse, we simply need to develop their CRS and create a new workflow for supporting Camera-Based Mouse by connecting new CRS with pervious IS and TS. Therefore, the Camera-Mouse has the same function with LaserPointer-Mouse in Open Smart Classroom. Note that the TS could also be changed with another task service easily, which makes the function of Camera-Mouse and LaserPointer-Mouse customizable.
EVALUATION AND USER STUDY
Open Smart Classroom between Kyoto and Tsinghua were developed from September 2006 to December 2007. To test and validate the work, we evaluate the system and user comprehension respectively.
Advantages of Service Architecture for Open Smart Classrooms
Using service architecture based on Web Service technology brings out several advantages for Open Smart Classroom.
Workflow
Workflow based on service architecture in Open Smart Classroom enables the administrator to manage the class more easily. For example, when a new classroom joins in the class, it is very easy to modify the workflow to cope with the different languages used in a new classrooms. When the teacher is giving his class, the administrator and teacher himself can monitor the running status of Prepare-PPTWorkflow to know the number of the translated pages, which helps them to adjust the class when necessary. Workflows also help the developer to build Open Smart Classroom to provide more reusability and customizability; refer to Section 4.3 for details.
Cooperation of the Services among Classrooms
The service architecture requires the interfaces of agents in the classroom to be built in a standard way and thus can be reused as the service resource by other classrooms. For instance, the services that translating the PPT files into the required languages provided by PPTControllerAgent can also be used by other classrooms to translate other PPT files as needed. Another example is the decision engine of Smart Cameraman [32] , which uses observed context of the Smart Classroom as the input to give the appropriate view of the class as the result. It could also be reused by classrooms in Kyoto to adjust their cameras. Therefore, service architecture in Open Smart Classroom facilitates the cooperation of the service resources in each classroom, enhancing the functionality of newly joined classrooms and improving the efficiency of building new classrooms.
Enabling New Classroom to Join In
The service architecture enables new classrooms, even if it is not built on Open Smart Platform, to join in as long as they follow the Web-Service-based standard specification of Open Smart Classroom, such as invoking SPAW and providing Web service for WSWA to invoke. Although, currently, our specification still has its limitations, which are elaborated in Section 5.3.1, the service architecture offers the possibility for different types of classrooms to join in to some extent.
Mobile Devices
The service architecture helps the users to use mobile devices to access Open Smart Space more easily. With the help of OSPG, the teacher can control the PPT through his Smart Phone, and the students can view shared slides on their mobile devices.
System Performance

Workflow Performance
The workflow performance evaluation focuses on the stability and the speed of the Prepare-PPT-Workflow in Section 4.3.
Four different PPT files have been chosen as follows:
. Exp.ppt is an experimental PPT file.
. Conf.ppt is a conference oral presentation for about 20 minutes. . Tsinghua.ppt is a presentation for about 40 minutes. . Kyoto.ppt is a research presentation for about 20 minutes. Table 2 indicates the result of the evaluation. Through theoretical analysis, the total time for the workflow is mainly consumed during the translating and sharing. For one-time way, theoretically, the time consumed depends on the number of sentences in the PPT and the size of the PPT. Therefore, combining the real experiences, we estimate the time as follows:
According to the data in Table 2 , we use the least squares method to get ¼ 0:0345 and ¼ 2:1909 Thus, for the onetime way,
We can use (2) for the teacher to estimate the elapsed time from uploading PPT to classroom ready using onetime workflow. As this result depends on the network environment of the classroom in Tsinghua, updating the parameter of and is needed if the workflow runs in other classrooms.
For incremental way, it is hard for us to estimate the time consumed, for the total size of all the segments of the PPT has no linear relationship with the size of original file (Refer to line "size (Kbyte)" in Table 2 .). It is because PowerPoint uses some compression methods to store the multipages as a PPT file. If we separate each page into a single-page PPT file, the total size of these PPT files is inestimable.
Note that a one-time workflow is more efficient than incremental way, while it has more constraints where the teacher can hardly start the class until the workflow finishes. However, although the incremental way allows the teacher to start his presentation even when only one page has been translated, the teacher may have to wait for the translation of next page if he goes on his presentation too fast. Therefore, we suggest the teacher choose either of the workflows in terms of the specific situations. If the teacher could upload his PPT before he starts his presentation, say, 10 minutes, the one-time way is recommended. If the teacher just rushes into the classroom, uploads his PPT and want to starts the presentation immediately, the incremental way should be utilized.
System Performance Comparison between
Service Architecture and Nonservice Architecture
Open Smart Classroom is developed based on Open Smart Platform, which adopts Web Service to connect other Open Smart Platforms. Incorporating Web Service technology brings the advantages that other systems can be easily connected, however, it also causes an overhead for system performance. We conduct a simple experiment to compare these two architectures. SenderAgent in Tsinghua-SmartSpace sends message to the ReceiverAgent in Kyoto-Smart Space, while the latter forwards the same message back to former. We record the time elapse between SendAgent sending the message and receiving it in these two kinds of architecture. In service architecture, Smart Space in Kyoto and Smart Space in Tsinghua are connected by SPAW and WSWA, while in nonservice architecture, containers in Kyoto directly connect with DS in Tsinghua through TCP connection. Fig. 8 illustrates the results of the experiment. We find that as the total size of the message increases, service architecture becomes much slower than nonservice architecture. However, as the size of the transferred message content in Smart Space is always less than 2 Kbits, the delay time for one-way message transfer is about 250 ms for service architecture, 2.5 times larger than nonservice architecture, which is acceptable.
Still, using nonservice architecture cannot benefit multicentral mechanism (Section 3.3.3), which could effectively eliminate redundant messages transferred between Smart Space. Also, in Open Smart Classroom, using service architecture does not bring complains about the system performance. Considering many advantages (such as multicentral mechanism, enabling easy interactions of the mobile devices, facilitating the connections between different Smart Space systems) and acceptable performance using service architecture for Open Smart Classroom is considered as the more feasible solution than using nonservice one any way.
System Analysis
Specification for New Classrooms to Join In
Currently, Open Smart Platform, which is the software infrastructure for building Open Smart Classroom, provides its own Web-Service-Based publish-subscribe protocol for an outside system to connect in. This mechanism works well for other Open Smart Platforms and for other infrastructure, which follows the protocol to connect in. Thus, it works well for other classrooms running on above infrastructures to join in the Open Smart Classroom.
However, this self-defined publish-subscribe protocol, which is mainly for reason of being compatible with previous Smart Platform, may hamper other classrooms whose message transferring protocols are not compatible with Smart Platform to join in. Because there is still no standard specification of communication between Smart Spaces, we are now considering protocols based on JMS [10] or WS-Eventing [29] to provide more standard specification for other Smart Spaces to connect with each other.
Moreover, our mechanism also requires the new classroom to expose the same Web service interfaces or interfaces having the similar functions as the others to participate. We are also trying to improve the mechanism to provide more flexible mechanisms, such as invoking some Web service interfaces on SPAW only, for other classrooms that cannot expose their interfaces to connect in.
Scalability
Open Smart Classroom is developed based on Open Smart Platform, which provides better scalability (Section 3.3) for building Open Smart Space application. Besides the infrastructure, it is also necessary to evaluate the scalability of the applications in Open Smart Classroom.
Scalability issue is divided into three aspects: load scalability, geographic scalability, and administrative scalability [4] . Connecting multiple classrooms in a real-world situation with language barriers addresses the geographic scalability, while using workflows improves the administrative scalability. The load scalability is analyzed in the following paragraphs.
There are mainly four applications in an Open Smart Classroom: SameView Agent, PPTView (PPTController Agent and PPTDisplayAgent), Langrid Blackboard, and OSCG. SameView has been proven to be able to share video and audio stream for large-scale deployment in open network [31] . PPTView contains two lightweight applications scalable enough in an Open Smart Classroom. This is because there is only one PPTControllerAgent and several PPTDisplayAgent in one classroom, and only the controlling command will be exchanged after the PPT downloading process. OSCG deployed on Tomcat is a Web-based application, and as the load increases, we can involve load-balancing and cache mechanism to maintain its efficiency. In the current situation, we simulate between 10 to 100 clients (mobile devices) to view shared slideshow with polling mechanism, and OSCG works well without apparently delay.
The only bottleneck is the Langrid Blackboard. Every student has their own Langrid Client Agent on their laptops, which gives a real-time backtranslation of the user input. As the total number of users increases, the delay time for each user is increased apparently. In our experiment, the Langrid server is in Japan, thus the students in China need more time to wait for the backtranslation than those in Japan because of slower Internet speed. When the total number of the simultaneous users increases to about 10 students in both of the classrooms, the average delay time of Chinese students reaches 10 seconds or more for the backtranslation.
We also analyze the performance degradations when new classrooms join in. As the PPT-Prepare-Workflow is designed to translate and download in parallel, newly joined classrooms do not decrease the overall efficiency of the workflow, except for those who have a slower speed of network connection with the main classroom leading to longer downloading time. However, newly joined classrooms involve a number of students to use Langrid Blackboard at the same time, which causes degradation of the total system performance as the concurrent number of Langrid Blackboard users increases.
Both the increase in delayed time and the degradation involved by newly joined classroom are mainly due to two aspects: 1) backtranslation is a heavy-load task, and 2) Langrid does not have a good load-balancing mechanism so far, and there is no subsever in China. To address the former aspect, we limit the concurrent number of users allowed to write notes on the Langrid Blackboard to 15, which is 5 in Tsinghua and 10 in Kyoto, in order to ensure the performance of the system. Also, it is not convenient for too many students to compete with each other to use the Langrid Blackboard. Hence, we also limit the total number of students less than 5 times concurrent number of students, which is 75. Moreover, once a new classroom joins in, we need to reassign the limit for each classrooms. To address the latter aspect, Langrid is now developing a loadbalancing mechanism and trying to deploy its subserver in China.
Due to the limited resource we have so far, we are not able to test the performance binding three or more classrooms with many communication devices (e.g., 30 to 100 mobile devices) in real world. Nevertheless, as the analysis shown above, we believe that Open Smart Classrooms consisting of less than four classrooms will be able to work well with limits on the Langrid Blackboard and the number of students. As long as the Langrid service is improved, Open Smart Classrooms can support more classrooms and more students who can concurrently write notes on the Langrid Blackboard.
User Study
User study has been conducted to evaluate the influence of Open Smart Classroom on education effect. Seven students in Tsinghua and five students in Kyoto participate in our experiment. The experiment takes about 140 minutes, and Table 3 shows the schedule in detail.
At the end of the experiment, the participants are required to fill in the questionnaire, which consists of objective questions and subjective questions. For the objective questions, the participants are required to answer a quiz on the two presentations in the experiment. For the subjective part, the participants are asked to evaluate their English proficiency and then evaluate the effect of Open Smart Classroom in helping them understand the class.
Objective Results
The quiz is mainly about some key concepts in the two presentations given in Tsinghua and Kyoto. The quiz consists of 13 multiple-choice questions. For the presentation given in Tsinghua, the students in Tsinghua got a 71.9-percent average accuracy (the best is 100 percent, and the worst is 62.5 percent), while the students in Kyoto got a 62.5-percent average accuracy (the best is 100 percent, and the worst is 37.5 percent). For the presentation given in Kyoto, the students in Tsinghua got 54.3-percent average accuracy (the best is 80 percent, and the worst is 40 percent), while the students in Kyoto got a 72-percent average accuracy (the best is 100 percent, and the worst is 60 percent).
Subjective Results
The English proficiency of the participants are first evaluated by themselves. The evaluation consists of four abilities:
1. reading, 2. writing, 3. listening, and 4. speaking. Each ability is measured from 1 (Beginner) to 5 (Nativelike). The average of the students in Tsinghua from reading to speaking are 3.9, 3.4, 3.2, and 3.0, while the students in Kyoto are 3.2, 2.6, 2.2, and 2.0. It shows that in general, the participants in both Tsinghua and Kyoto have some difficulties in understanding the presentation in English.
After that, participants are required to give their comments on Open Smart Classroom. We select several representative questions, whose results are shown as follows (Q, A, and C are short for Question, Answer, and Comment, respectively):
Q1: How well did the Langrid Blackboard help you understand the presentation?
A: The average of Tsinghua students are 2.9, the maximum is 4, and the minimum is 1.5 (1 is Not at all, 5 is Very much). The average of Kyoto students are 3.0, the maximum is 4.0, and the minimum is 2.0.
C: "The function of automatic translation helps me." "It was easy to understand because they wrote some examples as an answer to my question about the pictographic characters used in China."
"Not so many labels were created related to the presentation." Q2: How well did the translated slide help you understand the presentation?
A: The average of Tsinghua is 3.0, the maximum is 4.0, and the minimum is 2.0. The average of Kyoto is 3.8, the maximum is 5.0, and the minimum is 3.0.
C: "Use a translated slide to check unfamiliar words." "Characters were not allocated well, and the slide included many mistakes in translation. So I didn't often refer to it." Q3: How well did the Langrid Blackboard help you understand the discussion?
A: The average of Tsinghua is 3.4, the maximum is 5, and the minimum is 3.0. The average of Kyoto is 3.6, the maximum is 4.0, and the minimum is 3.0.
C: "I think we could communicate with each other because someone responded when I asked some questions." Q4: Did you find any problems operating Langrid Blackboard while listening to the presentation at the same time?
A: Four people out of seven in Tsinghua and four people out of five in Kyoto checked "No," while others checked "Yes."
C: "I can find some interval time of the presentation to use Langrid tools." "It is impossible for me to listen to the presentation while writing on the Blackboard at the same time." "I couldn't concentrate on both tools and presentation because the presenter spoke in English."
There are also some other questions, including the operability of Langrid Blackboard, the delay, and the quality of the video image and voice. The participants mention that the operability of Langrid Blackboard is of good quality, but it still needs improving to add some label templates to help the participants add comments. During the class, the students in Kyoto could hardly feel any delay in the video and voice, while students in Tsinghua feel it a little.
At the end of the questionnaire, the students are required to give their overall impression of the whole learning environment. Most of participants mention that although the system still needs improving, this kind of class gives them a wonderful opportunity to communicate with students in another country, and with the help of these facilitating tools such as Langrid Blackboard and translated PPT, attending this kind of class is quite interesting and motivating.
The teacher mentions that it is very useful to see the feedback from the students on the Langrid Blackboard. He could stop his presentation at the appropriate time to answer those questions.
Analysis of the Results
During the presentation, the result indicates that Langrid Blackboard is not very helpful for them to understand. It may be because some students find it hard to operate the Langrid Blackboard while listening to the presentation or may because most participants' attention is focusing on the presentation and translated PPT. Nevertheless, Langrid Blackboard still plays a important role in providing a platform for the participants to raise questions and give real-time feedback, which is very useful for the teacher, who mentions it.
Compared to the presentation, during the discussion, both participants in Tsinghua and in Kyoto feel that the Langrid Blackboard is quite useful for them to communicate with each other. Some students report it is difficult for them to use Langrid Blackboard while listening to the presentation, but using it to discuss with each other does not pose such problems.
The result of the usefulness of translated PPT is not as good as we expected. In terms of the comments, we find it is mainly due to the bad translation quality, especially for Chinese version of PPT. However, the quality of translation service could not be improved by our effort. We believe the translated PPT will be more useful as the quality of translation service becomes better in the near future.
According to the comments, Open Smart Classroom really helps some of the students to understand the presentations better. The students in Kyoto has lower selfmeasured English proficiency than those in Tsinghua, and they think Langrid Blackboard and translated PPT are more important for them to understand. Although the selfmeasured score does not totally reflect the real ability, it does indicate the self-confidence of one's English ability and also represents one's English proficiency to some extent. Therefore, in our opinion, the result shows that the system is more useful for students who have less selfconfidence in their English proficiency and seems to be more useful for the students who do not have a good command of English.
It is true that the objective results show that the students in the local classroom understand the presentation better than those in the remote classroom. However, some remote students can still get 100 percent accuracy on the test. One of the students in the remote classroom reported that, although some concepts are not well understood throughout the presentation, the students in the local classroom explained the concept to him. Hence, using Langrid Blackboard for the local and remote students as a supplementary to discuss with each other has its significance in helping the students to understand.
RELATED WORK
Existing Learning Systems in Smart Space
Several projects work on improving the experience of traditional classroom-based learning using Smart Space technologies. Active Class [11] encourages in-class participation using personal wireless devices, where the students give feedback on the class using their own wireless devices. However, it lacks support for mobile devices to control and interact with the classroom and has few natural humancomputer interaction interfaces to enhance the experience of class. eClass [6] at Georgia Tech is another project with automated capture of live experiences for later access. Similar to the Smart Classroom project at Kyoto University [15] , its main study is on capturing the live experiences of the class for further reviewing. Nevertheless, both of the projects only work for single classroom and hardly take into account live-class participation for remote students. iRoom at Stanford [2] explores new possibilities for people to work, discuss, and learn together in technology-rich spaces, which have large displays, wireless, multimodal devices, and seamless mobile appliance integration. However, iRoom does not consider remote students' interaction either. Smart Classroom at Tsinghua University [32] is similar to iRoom but supports remote students' interaction and communication. It, however, lacks a mobile devices communication mechanism without any preinstalled modules and is limited to utilizing useful services outside of Smart Classroom.
All the projects presented above lack support for multiple classrooms working together and hardly involve discussion among students using different languages either.
Existing Software Infrastructure of Smart Space
There are several developed software infrastructures for Smart Space. Smart Platform [27] developed by Tsinghua University addresses the issues of performance and usability, which has three different communication schemes and loose-coupled multiagent encapsulation architecture. However, Smart Platform does not take the service concept into account and fails to support multiple Smart Platforms communication. Similar to Smart Platform, iRos [2] by Stanford is a meta-OS that ties devices together so that each has its own low-level OS. As the extension of iRos, iCrafter [18] allows users flexibly to interact with the services in the interactive workspaces. Unfortunately, even with iCrafter, the software infrastructure does not consider the issue of multiple Smart Spaces communication. Hyperglue [17] , which is a complemental system of Metaglue [3] at MIT, involves the mechanism of resource management for multiple Smart Spaces. Nevertheless, both Hyperglue and Metaglue use Java RMI technology for direct coordination among different modules, which takes greater expenses because of highly dynamic Smart Space. Gaia [12] is a middle infrastructure with resource management and provides user-oriented interfaces for physical spaces populated with network-enabled computing resources. Gaia enables data and applications of users to be abstracted, moved across and mapped to different Smart Spaces. Gaia supports services quite well, however, lacks emphasis on multiple Smart Spaces communication mechanism.
CONCLUSION
New challenges and requirements raised by classroombased learning systems have been pointed out, and to meet them, we have developed Open Smart Classroom on Open Smart Platform to enable intercontinental and intercultural class with advanced features, such as a better experience of mobile device cooperation with the ability of easy deployment. Open Smart Classroom envisions a future learning system, where classrooms connect and collaborate with each other in open network, while the students and teachers with different cultural background using different languages in different countries have class together.
Open Smart Platform, as an upgrade of Smart Platform, is still a MAS integrated with several extended modules, serving as the generic software infrastructure for Open Smart Space. It enables better support in three aspects:
. successful connection multiple Smart Platforms together in an open network, . service invocation channel between the inside of Smart Spaces and outside systems, and . easy interaction for mobile device roaming with users. Currently, the Open Smart Platform does not have a service-management module to address the issues such as dynamical service composition or service arbitration. We are now studying on integrating Baton [8] into our system to facilitate service management. Also, in preliminary work, we place each Smart Space in equal hierarchy. However, as the emergence of more and more Smart Spaces increases, it is necessary to involve multilayer hierarchy for optimization and better management of Smart Spaces.
Open Smart Classroom provides a novel experience for both the teacher and students to learn in multiple classrooms. As a prototype learning system, it still has some limitations that need to be enhanced, such as providing more standard specification for new classrooms to join in and improving the aided tools to be more operable and effective. Moreover, how to make full use of the learning environment provided by Open Smart Classroom to enhance students' understanding in the multicultural class is still an open question, which needs further studying.
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